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Is mouse tracking a window to cognitive processes?

The answer in the literature is taken to be yes. 

The reason: Motor responses are thought to be prepared in parallel to cognitive 
processing and performed in a cascade manner, as fast as they can be executed 
(Song & Nakayama 2006). 
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BACKGROUND

Features in mouse trajectories (movements) can therefore be indicators of specific 
cognitive processes. 

Mouse-tracking to target processes underlying decision making in different domains 
(phonetic competition, syntactic and semantic-pragmatic processing, social 
cognition) (Spivey, et al 2005; Farmer et al 2007; Tomlinson et al 2013; Freeman & Ambady, 2010; Freeman 
et al, 2011)
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Is mouse tracking a window to cognitive processes?

BACKGROUND

(Wojnowicz et al., 2009)

- One single cognitive 
process mapped onto one 
smooth movement.

- Two cognitive processes  
(change of mind) mapped 
onto two movements.



Standard task: Two-alternatives forced 
choice
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Is mouse tracking a window to cognitive processes?

BACKGROUND

(Wojnowicz et al., 2009)

- One single cognitive 
process mapped onto one 
smooth movement.

- Two cognitive processes 
(change of mind) mapped 
onto two movements.

- One single cognitive 
process but 
slower/uncertain?

Standard task: Two-alternatives forced 
choice
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Is mouse tracking a window to decision processes?

Case study: Dale & Duran (2011) on negation processing
Does the positive argument play a role in negation processing? 
Does negation induce a shift in verification strategy? 
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Does the positive argument play a role in negation processing? 
Does negation induce a shift in verification strategy? 
 

Is mouse tracking a window to decision processes?

Case study: Dale & Duran (2011) on negation processing

Difference in trajectories for verification of 
negative versus positive sentences 

Negation induces a two-step processing?

Specifically for these ‘out-of-the -blue’ contexts 
The positive content needs to be represented,
it seems to depend on the amount of contextual support 
given for the sentence.



The association between mouse trajectories and decision processes has not been 
explicitly tested. 

Are decision processes always reflected in mouse-trajectories? 
How are they reflected?

One could imagine a situation where two different trajectory shapes do not 
correspond to two different decision mechanisms (e.g. uncertainty, noise). 
Could differences in trajectories underlie something other than decision 
shift? 
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Testing the connection between cognition and action

QUESTIONS
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?

QUESTIONS

Testing the connection between cognition and action

- Single decision 
(single commitment)

- Shift in decision processes 
(change of mind)
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- Single decision 
(single commitment)

- Shift in decision processes 
(change of mind)

QUESTIONS

Testing the connection between cognition and action

assumption
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- Single decision 
(single commitment)

- Shift in decision processes 
(change of mind)

QUESTIONS

Testing the connection between cognition and action

but it could 
be different



1. Manipulating decision making with validation experiment
When people are forced to change their minds, is this reflected in mouse 
trajectories?
2. Classifying decision processes with LDA 
Can a classifier learn how to differentiate quasi-decisions?
3. Compare LDA performance to other traditional MT measures
Does this classifier make a better classification than other MT measures?
4. Extension to linguistic data: Replication of Dale and Duran  
Do experimental manipulations pattern with certain decision patterns in mouse 
trajectories?
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ROADMAP



What is the color of the frame at the moment of decision?
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Manipulating decision making

BASIC TASK
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Straight 
(initial 
commitment)

Manipulating decision making

DESIGN
Start
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Straight 
(initial 
commitment)

Change induced by 
mouse position

early: y=.4
middle: y=.7

late: y=.9

Manipulating decision making

DESIGN

Switched 
(change of mind)

Start
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● Start button at point 0,0; Left response = -1,1; Right response = 1,1

● Mouse movements trigger the extraction of position (x,y coordinates) 
and time

● Normalization on time by interpolation (101 time steps, proportional to 
trial length)

Manipulating decision making

DATA TREATMENT
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MTurk Experiment 
N=54

Manipulating decision making

OVERALL PERFORMANCE



1. Manipulating decision making with validation experiment
When people are forced to change their minds, this is reflected in mouse trajectories
2. Classifying decision processes with LDA 
Can a classifier learn how to differentiate quasi-decisions?
3. Compare LDA performance to other traditional MT measures
Does this classifier make a better classification than other MT measures?
4. Extension to linguistic data: Replication of Dale and Duran  
Do experimental manipulations pattern with certain decision patterns in mouse 
trajectories?
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ROADMAP
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Classifying decision processes with LDA
DESCRIPTION OF CLASSIFIER

Decision rule: Linear 
combination of predictors
that maximizes the 
separation between classes 
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Classifying decision processes with LDA
DESCRIPTION OF CLASSIFIER

Velocity: √(xi-xi-1)² + (yi-yi-1)² ⁄(ti-ti-1)

Acc: (vi-vi-1)/(ti-ti-1)
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Classifying decision processes with LDA
CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE

Basic difference between the 
two conditions 
(straight decision vs. 
switched decision)
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Classifying decision processes with LDA
CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE

Cross validation: Area under the 
ROC Curve

How well does the classifier 
dissociate between the two 
conditions in a test set?

Testing the classifier performance 
on 10 bins of data. 

BINS in cross validation

M
ea

n 
A

U
C
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Comparison with:
- Baseline (random classifier)
- Topline (test and train with the 

same set)

Area under the ROC curve for 
each of the three classifiers in 
each bin.

Classifying decision processes with LDA
CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE

How good is this performance?
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Classifying decision processes with LDA
CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE
Is the performance of our LDA classifier better than the one of a random 
classifier? Is it equally good as the performance of a topline?

a. Diff.  in performance
LDA Mean AUC - 
Baseline/Topline Mean AUC 

b. H0:  The LDA classifier is as 
good as Baseline/Topline. 

Test how likely it is to obtain 
(a) if (b) is the case.
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Classifying decision processes with LDA
CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE
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b. H0:  The LDA classifier is as 
good as Baseline/Topline. 

Is the performance of our LDA classifier better than the one of a random 
classifier? Is it equally good as the performance of a topline?

Baseline Topline
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(a) if (b) is the case.
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Classifying decision processes with LDA
CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE
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position - spatial features
timing - absolute timing
relative temporal features - vel, acc

Classifying decision processes with LDA
MEANINGFUL PREDICTORS

LDAs with subsets of original featuresWhich features of mouse 
trajectories are most relevant 
for the classification?
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Which features of mouse 
trajectories are most relevant 
for the classification?

Classifying decision processes with LDA
MEANINGFUL PREDICTORS

a. Diff.  in performance (in 
AUC means)

b. H0:  The LDA classifier is 
no different from other 
classifiers.

Test how likely is to obtain 
(a) if (b) is the case.
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Absolute spatio-temporal features (x,y,t coordinates) are generally 
better predictors than relative features (speed and acceleration). 

→ It seems to be more relevant to know 
where you are when 
than 
how you got there

Classifying decision processes with LDA
MEANINGFUL PREDICTORS



1. Manipulating decision making with validation experiment
When people are forced change their minds, this is reflected in mouse trajectories
2. Classifying decision processes with LDA 
LDA uses absolute spatio-temporal information to classify quasi-decisions 
3.  Compare LDA performance to other traditional MT measures
Does this classifier make a better classification than other MT measures?
4. Extension to linguistic data: Replication of Dale and Duran  
Do experimental manipulations pattern with certain decision patterns in mouse 
trajectories?
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ROADMAP
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(see Hehman et al 
2014)

Area under 
the Curve

Maximal 
Deviation

LDA versus traditional MT measures
How do other measures classify these data?
“Spatial” 
analyses 
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(see Hehman et al 
2014)

X-Coord Flips

Maximal 
Ratio

LDA versus traditional MT measures
How do other measures classify these data?
“Spatial” 
analyses 
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(see Hehman et al 
2014)

Acceleration 
Flips

LDA versus traditional MT measures
How do other measures classify these data?
“Temporal” 
analyses 
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LDA versus traditional MT measures
Cross validation

Complete picture: Area 
under the ROC curve for 
each measure and 
classifier and for each bin
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LDA versus traditional MT measures
Is the LDA performance better than other measures? 

a. Diff.  in performance (in AUC means)
b. H0:  The LDA classifier is no different from 

other measures.

Test how likely it is to obtain (a) if (b) is the case.
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● The LDA is significantly better at classifying our data than other 
commonly used measures 

● Measures such as Maximal Deviation and Maximal LogRatio are better 
at distinguishing decision processes than AUC, X and Acceleration flips 

LDA versus traditional MT measures
DISCUSSION



ROADMAP
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2. Classifying decision processes with LDA 
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3.  Compare LDA performance to other traditional MT measures
Significantly better classification by LDA than other measures.
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Can our LDA classify more complex decision processes, such as the ones 
involved in sentence verification tasks?  

How well does our LDA measure (trained on “quasi-decisions”) match 
trajectories underlying cognitive processes that might or not correspond to 
different decision patterns (negative vs. positive sentence verification)?

If negation does underlie an abrupt shift in cognitive dynamics, we would expect 
mouse trajectories corresponding to negative trials to pattern with our switched 
trajectories. 
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Extension to linguistic data

GOAL



Truth-value judgment task.

Truth: {True, False}

Polarity: {Positive, Negative}
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Extension to linguistic data

Experimental design
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Extension to linguistic data

Replicating Dale and Duran’s results
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Extension to linguistic data

Replicating Dale and Duran’s results

Analysis of X-coordinate flips 

- Truth*Polarity Interaction 
(χ²=22.7; p<.001)

- Polarity main effect (χ²=10, 
p=.0014)

TRUE TRIALS
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Extension to linguistic data

Replicating Dale and Duran’s results

Analysis of X-coordinate flips 

- Truth*Polarity Interaction 
(χ²=22.7; p<.001)

- Polarity main effect (χ²=10, 
p=.0014)

Differences in range of values (sampling data)



1. Manipulating decision making with validation experiment
When people are forced change their minds, this is reflected in mouse trajectories
2. Classifying decision processes with LDA 
LDA uses absolute spatio-temporal information to classify quasi-decisions 
3.  Compare LDA performance to other traditional MT measures
Significantly better classification by LDA than other measures.
4. Extension to linguistic data: Replication of Dale and Duran  
✓ Negation gives rise to more ‘curvy’ trajectories: Rep. D&D
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ROADMAP



How well does our LDA measure (trained on “quasi-decisions”) match trajectories 
underlying cognitive processes that might or not correspond to different decisions 
(negative vs. positive sentence verification)?
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Extension to linguistic data

CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE



How well does our LDA measure match trajectories underlying cognitive processes 
that may or may not correspond to different decisions?
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Extension to linguistic data

CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE

Validation Experiment
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Extension to linguistic data

CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE

Area under the ROC curve 

Bootstrapping (=1000) from the original data 
set for different sample sizes (N).

Calculate the AUC for the classification of 
negative vs. positive trials. 
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Extension to linguistic data

CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE

Distribution of AUC for LDA applied 
to bootstrap on original set of data

vs
Distribution of AUC for LDA applied 
to bootstrap on ‘scrambled labels’ 

set of data

How different is the classification on 
the two sets of data? 
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The contrast between negative and affirmative trials has something in 
common with the contrast between straight and switched trials. 

Negation has something in common with pseudo “switched-decisions”. 

However, while trajectories look very similar, they seem to differ on how 
they are placed in the “change of decision” spectrum (i.e. they occupy 
different parts of the quasi-decision-based LDA continuum)

Extension to linguistic data

CLASSIFIER PERFORMANCE



1. Manipulating decision making with validation experiment
When people are forced change their minds, this is reflected in mouse trajectories
2. Classifying decision processes with LDA 
LDA uses absolute spatio-temporal information to classify quasi-decisions 
3.  Compare LDA performance to other traditional MT measures
Significantly better classification by LDA than other measures.
4. Extension to linguistic data: Replication of Dale and Duran  
✓ Negation gives rise to more ‘curvy’ trajectories: Rep. D&D
✓ LDA does a pretty good classification of this distinction
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ROADMAP



What is the difference in performance between the different measures? Do the 
different measures differ on their ability to finding the effect when the effect is 
there?
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Extension to linguistic data

LDA versus other MT measures
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Extension to linguistic data

LDA versus other MT measures
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Extension to linguistic data

LDA versus other MT measures
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Extension to linguistic data

LDA versus other MT measures



1. Manipulating decision making with validation experiment
When people are forced change their minds, this is reflected in mouse trajectories
2. Classifying decision processes with LDA 
LDA uses absolute spatio-temporal information to classify quasi-decisions 
3.  Compare LDA performance to other traditional MT measures
Significantly better classification by LDA than other measures.
4. Extension to linguistic data: Replication of Dale and Duran  
✓ Negation gives rise to more ‘curvy’ trajectories: Rep. D&D
✓ LDA does a good classification of this distinction
✓ LDA at least as good as other measures
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ROADMAP
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Extension to linguistic data

BASELINE

Is our LDA actually dissociating between the two types of decision or 
just between some random feature of trajectories (that correlates with 
decision)?
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Extension to linguistic data

BASELINE

Is our LDA actually dissociating between the two types of decision or 
just between some random feature of trajectories (that correlates with 
decision)?

Baseline: Two different trajectories do not correspond to the two relevant 
decision processes (straight vs. switched) 

Short response time in positive trials: Early commitment → “Straight” 
Long response time in positive trials: Late commitment → “Uncertain”

No change of decision!
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Extension to linguistic data

BASELINE

Short response time in positive 
trials: Early commitment → 
“Straight” 
Long response time in positive 
trials: Late commitment → 
“Uncertain”

No change of decision!
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Extension to linguistic data

BASELINE

Short response time in positive 
trials: Early commitment → 
“Straight” 
Long response time in positive 
trials: Late commitment → 
“Uncertain”

No change of decision!

Applying our LDA trained on ‘quasi’ decisions to these distinctions. 
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Extension to linguistic data

BASELINE



1. Manipulating decision making with validation experiment
When people are forced change their minds, this is reflected in mouse trajectories
2. Classifying decision processes with LDA 
LDA uses absolute spatio-temporal information to classify quasi-decisions 
3.  Compare LDA performance to other traditional MT measures
Significantly better classification by LDA than other measures.
4. Extension to linguistic data: Replication of Dale and Duran  
✓ Negation gives rise to more ‘curvy’ trajectories: Rep. D&D
✓ LDA does a good classification of this distinction
✓ LDA at least as good as other measures
✓ LDA is capturing differences in decision processes to a certain extent
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ROADMAP
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Extension to linguistic data

DISCUSSION

● Replication of Dale and Duran’s findings: processing negative 
sentences differs from processing positive sentences in some 
way. 

  
● The LDA trained in “quasi-decisions” captures this contrast 

suggesting that negation might involve a change of decision, 
absent in the processing of positive sentences. 
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Extension to linguistic data

DISCUSSION

● The LDA applied to the linguistic data is not as good as it was 
when applied to the validation data. The two data sets are 
capturing slightly different decision processes. 

● Practical point of view: the contrast between processing/verifying 
negative and affirmative sentences can be detected in mouse 
trajectories by just using certain traditional measures.
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1. Are decision processes reflected in mouse-trajectories?
2. Could differences in trajectories underlie something other than decision 

shift? 

GENERAL DISCUSSION
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1. Are decision processes reflected in mouse-trajectories?
2. Could differences in trajectories underlie something other than decision 

shift? 

Mouse-trajectories are affected by underlying decisions, but the relation between 
cognitive processes and trajectory shape is not straightforward.
Identify what are exactly the features that encode the underlying decision is not 
an easy task. 

Our LDA (trained to classify between two specific types of decision):
- Good job differentiating the two experimental conditions.
- Poor classification of superficially similar trajectories.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

- The performance of the LDA on linguistic data is predicted to be 
better if the training set involves more complex decisions. 

- Analyse more cases where two trajectories seem to correspond to a 
change of decision but they don’t underlyingly (cf. baseline) 

- Further differences: not only between straight vs. switched but also 
include processes characterized by uncertainty. 

- In principle, we could set a task in which we control the accumulation 
of information, and look at corresponding mouse trajectories


